1988 ford bronco tailgate wiring diagram
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starter NaturalRampage Start date May 11, NaturalRampage New member. Hey guys, Im new to
the site and its great to see some sweet Broncos out there, I'll post mine up tomorrow on the
introduction page when theres light outside. My problem right now is that im struggling as to
how to remove the safety device on my truck so I can operate the window to the tailgate. The
motor works fine, but its that little device thats causing me problems and I dont really know how
to disconnect it without breaking it. It looks like as if its attached to the tailgate but I only see
part of it with a mirror. Once I have it disconnected, I'm planning on jumping the wires to have
the truck think the tailgate is up. Let me know if theres anything else you guys need to know to
help me fix this. Thank you! It is the Latch Safety Switch here is a pic by Steve83 He wrote;
"This is the switch on the driver's latch that prevents the motor from operating with the tailgate
open. Push the glass up; use leather covered gloves; I saw a pal use a toilet plunger on the
glass to inch it up; or " Either unclip them from the center mechanism, or pull them like bow
strings to release each latch. Make sure the glass isnt so high that it engages the campers
groove, or it could break. If it wont come down, unbolt the slides from the glass, or the motor
from the regulator to lower the glass When the tailgate is open, you have to close the driver's
side latch for the window to operate. Remember to open it before closing the tailgate. Heya, I
should've mentioned some parts that I forgot, such as I can get the window down by taking a
12V battery to the motor and it works perfectly fine. The tailgate opens great and everything. But
my problem is that when I try to use the button on my dashboard or the keyhole on the tailgate
to get the window down, it just wont go. Im currently trying to disconnect the Latch Safety
switch but it wont budge. I try to wiggle the wires back and forth in hope of it popping right out
but its still in there and I was wondering if there is some kind of clip on it thats preventing me
from pulling it out. Really appreciate the response and the information, but most of the tailgate
is working properly. Let me know if theres more info you need to help me out with this. Rons
beast Active member Staff member. Sounds like you are using a battery to overide the switches.
Will the window go up with the switches? Or is it not working at all? Seabronc New member
Staff member. NaturalRampage said:. Last edited by a moderator: May 13, Rons beast said:.
Seabronc said:. Those connectors are a little difficult to get apart, but since you plan on
bypassing it, you can just clip the wires and wire nut them together and then make sure they are
tucked out of the way of the window. That switch is a common failure but I have also seen the
connector to the motor fail due to corrosion. It worked when jumped but not when the plugs
were connected together. You can determine that by using a volt meter at the plug and check
for 12V when the tail gate switch or dash switch is operated. Heya sorry for the late response
but heres my results so far. Its still not working. I clipped the wires from the safety device and
wire nut them together. When that failed I checked the fuse for it to make sure its working and it
is. So tomorrow Im gonna take the volt meter and test the tailgate and the dashboard to see
where the problem is. Here is a diagram to help you troubleshoot the problem. Note the ground
return is through the driver switch so the problem can be anything from a broken switch,
corroded connector, or broken wire, a common place for broken wires is where the flex right
next to the tail gate. Corrosion in the connector at the rear left side of the tub support and the
firewall connector. The ground is under the dash and the driver switch must be in the neutral
position for the tailgate switch to work. Good luck,. Last edited by a moderator: Jun 4, Heya,
heres another update. My dad and I looked at the tailgate and checked almost everything. We
took the volt meter and tested the tailgate and the dashboard switch to see if its getting power,
and it is. What my dad thought was that there was corrosion on the connector from the harness
in the tailgate to the motor. So we clipped it off and crimped them together. Meaning the tailgate
works by only going up and its from the key switch in the tailgate and nothing else. We're
completely stumped as to how only the up button is working and not the down button as well.
We checked the wires coming from the left taillight to the tailgate to see if there is any damage
done to them, which there isn't. We've spent weeks looking at this and cant figure it out. Im so
close to losing my patience that I will just run a separate wire from the battery to the dashboard
switch, then to the tailgate to the wires connected to the motor the one that we clipped and
crimped and have it reversed so the dashboard switch can only work by going down. Any info
will be really helpful. And i'll try my best to give you the information you need to help diagnose
this issue. Looking at the diagram, I'd say that there is a break or bad connection in the pink
with light green stripe wire. Probably in the connector that is on the left rear cross member, look
under the bumper. OR you may have a bad dash switch. NOTE, that there are two fuses, one for
the tail gate switch and one for the Dash switch. Last edited by a moderator: Jul 13, Joined Oct

30, Messages Before you give up, unwrap the wire bundle where it goes from the tailgate into
the quarter panel, and check for broken wires. An easy fix once I figured it out, but I seriously
thought about selling the truck as I struggled to figure the problem out. Elmo Member. Mine has
shown the same problem at times. So far it has always been the contacts inside the dash
switch. A new switch would fix my problem. Joined Jul 16, Messages 2. Natural Rampage: to
disconect the latch switch what you call a safety device you have to tug really hard on the
connector maybe even use some pliers because its stubborn,but it doesn't have any safety
latches be careful so you don't break it. I have the same problem as Natural Rampage on my '88
Bronco, I already tried 2 junkyard TG harnesses, on one of them the switch had only one side
good and the other didn't work, but the main culprit was the original latch switch, I have one
working from one of the junkyd harnesses, but it's broken on the threaded part, and with that
and one of the junkyd harnesses I made the glass go up and down. I'll try to fix the broken part
or buy a new one but haven't found any for sale on any parts store. By the way, does anybody
know where to buy that little plastic latch switch besides the dealership, because I'm almost
sure it's gonna be costly there. Bronco Kid! New member. TheBus New member. Joined Jul 10,
Messages I have the same issue with my Bronco. The motor works fine, but both switches don't
work at all. An easy way to drop the window is unbolt the two regulator arms from the bottom of
the window. I think there was two bolts on each side. My work-around was to run jumper wires
from window motor harness to the rear-window dash switch harness. A male quick disconnect
fitting just a flat piece of metal with a wire crimp on the end works perfect for sliding into the
harness plugs. The top two slots in the harness plug are ignition positive and chassis ground.
Then just switch the wires in the harness plug to roll the window up and down. You must log in
or register to reply here. Members online No members online now. Latest posts J. My lady or my
Bronco? But I love my Bronco! Latest: johnnyreb Today at AM. Forum statistics Threads 21,
Messages , Members 23, Latest member johnnyreb. This site uses cookies to help personalise
content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use
this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Chappdogg look for a
recent post on the tailgate wiring seabronc posted a diagram for the tg motor. Motor manuals
diagrams 72 79 bronco motor manualspdf this complete manual for the ford bronco includes.
Ford bronco tailgate wiring diagram. I guess the wiring color codes are probaly the same
though huh. Wiring manuals diagrams 72 79 bronco wiring manualspdf this complete manual
for the ford bronco includes. Quick look at the wiring for the rear window of my ford bronco.
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